Science of screens, smartphones
and social media
from Nicola Morgan
Just because I refer to research does not mean I think it’s fully proven.
Research always needs to be repeated and ideally be part of a metastudy before we should rely on it. However, these resources are as
robust as possible and fit what we know from elsewhere. We can’t
always afford to wait for “proof” before putting into practice what feel
like sensible policies. My book The Teenage Guide to Life Online brings
it all together and explains the nuances honestly.
NB I do know that “social media” should be plural but I have given up and will use it as though it is
singular… However, I’m a bit inconsistent and in speech I tend to slip into correct plural usage.
MY OWN ARTICLES AND ARGUMENTS
“How and why are our screens so addictive?” https://www.nicolamorgan.com/life-online/how-andwhy-are-our-screens-so-addictive/
“Six steps to online well-being” https://www.nicolamorgan.com/life-online/six-steps-to-online-wellbeing-mentalhealthawareness/
“Digital sunset – a great idea for well-being and sleep” https://www.nicolamorgan.com/lifeonline/digital-sunset-great-idea-wellbeing-sleep/
“Social media use and self-esteem – a reply to a mother” https://www.nicolamorgan.com/lifeonline/social-media-use-self-esteem/
“Is social media affecting my GCSEs?” https://www.nicolamorgan.com/blog-archive/asknicolamorgan6-is-social-media-affecting-my-gcses/
“Authoritative digital parenting” www.nicolamorgan.com/life-online/authoritative-digital-parenting/
ALL MY ARTICLES in the LIFE ONLINE category: https://www.nicolamorgan.com/category/life-online/

TOP ONLINE RESOURCE:
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/parenting4digitalfuture/ – really good blog from the LSE, very detailed, balanced
and science-based. There’s a weekly newsletter bringing up-to-date resources.

SOCIAL MEDIA, HYPER-CONNECTIVITY, MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING
FIRST, SOME BOOKS
Some of these books hold a one-sided position. Even when authors are experienced researchers, they
may fall into the trap of selecting only what supports their view. So, caution!
IT’S COMPLICATED – THE SOCIAL LIVES OF NETWORKED TEENS by Danah Boyd (US- based; more
positive than the others)
SEX, LIKES AND SOCIAL MEDIA: TALKING TO OUR TEENS IN THE DIGITAL AGE by Allison Havey and
Deana Puccio (Mostly re US university students)
THE CYBER EFFECT: A PIONEERING CYBERPSYCHOLOGIST EXPLAINS HOW HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
CHANGES ONLINE by Mary Aiken (On the catastrophizing side)
IGEN: WHY TODAY’S SUPER-CONNECTED KIDS ARE GROWING UP LESS REBELLIOUS, MORE TOLERANT,
LESS HAPPY–AND COMPLETELY UNPREPARED FOR ADULTHOOD by Jean M Twenge (catastrophizing)
THE HAPPINESS EFFECT: HOW SOCIAL MEDIA IS DRIVING A GENERATION TO APPEAR PERFECT AT ANY
COST by Donna Freitas – effect of social media on wellbeing (Mostly re US university students)
Articles online
“Online and At Risk” from SciamMind 2016. www.scientificamerican.com/article/generation-z-onlineand-at- risk/?WT.mc_id=SA_MND_20160811_Art_IA It shows how/why:
1. The rise of social media has made us the most connected society to date but coincided with
apparent decline in mental health.
2. Social media use is proving addictive for some people, and this new digital way of connecting may
not satisfy our deep-seated need for true human contact.
3. Teens may be most vulnerable to developing hypertexting habits and Facebook depression
“Media Use, Face-to-Face communication, media multi-tasking and social wellbeing among 8-12-yearold girls” by Pea, Nass, Meheula – more social media/screen usage translates to lower social wellbeing:
http://life-slc.org/docs/Pea_Nass_etal_2012_DevPsy_MMT.pdf (NB Effect is very small; more to be
done before we can really assert this.)
Brilliant piece by John Lanchester in LRB: www.lrb.co.uk/v39/n16/john-lanchester/you-are-the-product
Importance of downtime
From SciamMind, “Why Time Off Makes You a Better Worker”:
www.scientificamerican.com/article/take-that-vacation-why-time-off-makes-you-a-better- worker/

Addiction
IRRESISTIBLE: WHY YOU ARE ADDICTED TO TECHNOLOGY AND HOW TO SET YOURSELF FREE by Adam
Alter – how and why screens etc are so...irresistible
GLOW KIDS by Nicholas Kardaris (if you dare) “Digital Heroin” – interview with Kardaris:
nypost.com/2016/08/27/its-digital-heroin-how-screens-turn-kids-into-psychotic-junkies/
and http://www.vice.com/read/how-screen-addiction-is-ruining-the-brains-of-children
“Attached to tech and paying a price”, NY Times from 2010 but robust and detailed. Multi-tasking and
digital distraction: www.nytimes.com/2010/06/07/technology/07brain.html
Internet “addiction” or “use disorder” – www.nature.com/articles/srep45064 - actually reassuring. Yes,
screens can lead to over-use and sometimes this can be classed as addiction, but it’s a softer addiction
than substance misuse and more easily dealt with. The research is by Qinghua He and Ofir Turel.
About conversation
RECLAIMING CONVERSATION: THE POWER OF TALK IN A DIGITAL AGE by Sherry Turkle (UK-based,
tending to be about older teens or young 20s). Turkle in NY Times: “Stop Googling – Let’s Talk”. I think
this is a must for parents of teenagers, if you can face being shown that your own phone use may not
be helping matters at all! www.nytimes.com/2015/09/27/opinion/sunday/stop-googling-lets-talk.html
Research showing how conversation is poorer when a phone is present: “Can you connect with me
now?” Przybyliski and Weinstein 2012 https://digest.bps.org.uk/2012/09/24/how-the-mere-presenceof-a- mobile-phone-harms-face-to-face-conversations/
Drop in empathy?
“Changes in dispositional empathy in American college students over time: a meta-analysis” by Sara
Konrath, Edward o’Brien et al in 2011. NB From 2011 so the reported drop in empathy “over 20 years
and especially the last ten” can hardly be explained by social media use... What about screens?
Computers? Politics? Reported here: www.nytimes.com/2010/06/27/fashion/27StudiedEmpathy.html
“The Meeting Eyes of Love, how empathy is born in us”. Daniel Siegal on empathy from eye contact
with caregiver*, cited in article by Mark Matousek: www.psychologytoday.com/blog/ethicalwisdom/201104/the-meeting- eyes-love-how-empathy-is-born-in-us
Etiquette
PEW research on etiquette in social media usage amongst young people:
http://www.pewinternet.org/files/2015/08/2015-08-26_mobile-etiquette_FINAL.pdf

False info, fake news, echo chambers
Stanford History Education Group, “Evaluating Info: The cornerstone of civic online reasoning. “When
thousands of students respond to dozens of tasks there are endless variations. That was certainly the
case in our experience. However, at each level—middle school, high school, and college—these
variations paled in comparison to a stunning and dismaying consistency. Overall, young people’s ability
to reason about information on the Internet can be summed up in one word: bleak.”
https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf
And that terrific article by John Lanchester, “You are the product” www.lrb.co.uk/v39/n16/johnlanchester/you-are-the-product
Privacy
“We want privacy online but our actions say otherwise”: https://hbr.org/2015/10/we-say-we-wantprivacy-online-but-our-actions-say-otherwise
Teenage brains being affected?
Of course: everything we do affects our brain. Question is whether the changes are negative (maybe)
and irreversible (unlikely, as plasticity means our brains change, constantly.) But some changes to
young brains may have unwanted long-term consequences. Or not. We don’t know enough, but that
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t worry. We just need to worry constructively. Video on whether social
media is changing teenage brains, from lab of teenage brain expert Sarah Jayne Blakemore
https://sites.google.com/site/blakemorelab/talks/katemills89plus

SCREENS: INFORMATION OVERLOAD, DISTRACTION, BRAIN BANDWIDTH, MULTI-TASKING
THE ORGANIZED MIND: THINKING STRAIGHT IN THE AGE OF INFORMATION OVERLOAD by Daniel
Levitin, on info deluge, concentration (lack of) and multi-tasking (lack of). Levitin has a great article
here explaining the brain bandwidth theory I often talk about: “Welcome to the Internet and the
information age – 174 newspapers a day” www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/sciencenews/8316534/Welcome-to-the-information-age-174-newspapers-a-day.html
“Tiny Distractions Can Double Mistakes”: “Just a three-second distraction, such as glancing at your
phone, can divert your attention and double the number of mistakes you make” by Tia Ghose 2013
www.scientificamerican.com/article/tiny-distractions-can-double/
Article on Teen Ink, aimed at teenagers, on digital distraction and problems with social media:
www.teenink.com/hot_topics/what_matters/article/781313/Digital-Distraction/

“Is continuous partial attention a good thing or a bad thing?” Linda Stone on the phrase she invented,
“continuous partial attention”: “Like so many things, in small doses, continuous partial attention can be
a very functional behavior. However, in large doses, it contributes to a stressful lifestyle, to operating in
crisis management mode, and to a compromised ability to reflect, to make decisions, and to think
creatively. In a 24/7, always-on world, continuous partial attention used as our dominant attention
mode contributes to a feeling of overwhelm, over-stimulation and to a sense of being unfulfilled. We
are so accessible, we’re inaccessible.” https://lindastone.net/qa/continuous-partial-attention/
Multi-tasking (not)
“Can kids really do their homework and multi-task?” Not as well as adults, apparently:
schoolatoz.nsw.edu.au/technology/using-technology/homework-and-multitasking-can-it-be-done
My post on working while listening to music: www.nicolamorgan.com/heartsong-blog/can-you-workwell-while-listening-to-music/
“How Has the Internet Reshaped Human Cognition?” by Kep Kee Loh and Ryota Kanai. Using
screens/social media a lot does NOT makes people better at multi-tasking. The abstract: “Throughout
our evolutionary history, our cognitive systems have been altered by the advent of technological
inventions such as primitive tools, spoken language, writing, and arithmetic systems. Thirty years ago,
the Internet surfaced as the latest technological invention poised to deeply reshape human cognition.
With its multifaceted affordances, the Internet environment has profoundly transformed our thoughts
and behaviors. Growing up with Internet technologies, “Digital Natives” gravitate toward “shallow”
information processing behaviors characterized by rapid attention shifting and reduced deliberations.
They engage in increased multitasking behaviors that are linked to increased distractibility and poor
executive control abilities. Digital natives also exhibit higher prevalence of Internet-related addictive
behaviors that reflect altered reward-processing and self-control mechanisms. Recent neuroimaging
investigations have suggested associations between these Internet-related cognitive impacts and
structural changes in the brain. Against mounting apprehension over the Internet’s consequences on
our cognitive systems, several researchers have lamented that these concerns were often exaggerated
beyond existing scientific evidence. …, we aim to provide an objective overview ….”
www.researchgate.net/publication/280041294_How_Has_the_Internet_Reshaped_Human_Cognition
POSITIVELY ONLINE – THE GOOD NEWS AND HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT
THE MARSHMALLOW TEST: UNDERSTANDING SELF-CONTROL AND HOW TO MASTER IT by Walter
Mischel – with strategies for resisting temptation!
Excellent resource for parents from Parenting info: “Digital Resilience: a parent’s guide”
http://parentinfo.org/article/digital-resilience-a-parents-guide

On whether teenagers are lonely (no!) But it’s an example of how often we hear about “teenagers”
when the age group being researched is not 13-18, so such reports can be misleading:
theguardian.com/society/2017/apr/08/teenagers-loneliness-social-media-isolation-parents- attention
Social media addiction may be easier to cure than other addictions:
www.nature.com/articles/srep45064
“Five days at outdoor education camp without screens improves preteen skills with nonverbal emotion
cues”. After 5 days away from tech, empathy increased, per research by Uhls, Michikyan, Morris,
Garcia, et al. Computers in Human Behavior, 39: 387–392
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563214003227
“Screentime Is NOT Making Kids Moody, Crazy & Lazy” by Grohol et al
https://psychcentral.com/blog/archives/2015/09/07/screentime-is-not-making-kids-moody- crazylazy/
“Education is the solution” – nice story of a Gloucester school which enforced a digital detox: reported
in The Guardian: www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jul/17/education-is-the-solution-thegloucester- high-school-enforcing-a-digital-detox?CMP=share_btn_link
Many young people themselves recognise problems of over use. See this from the Growing Up Digital
Report: “Many children recognize the symptoms of internet addiction, including losing contact with
reality, losing interest in activities, headaches, eye problems, sleep problems, and losing friends.” EU
Kids Online: http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/60512/1/EU Kids onlinie III .pdf(Dec 2016). We can use this
awareness: the first step to dealing with compulsive behaviour is to recognise the problem and want to
stop.
Smartphone and social media users of all ages (esp teenagers), please take a very few minutes to
complete this survey. And please share widely: the more responses I get, the more relevant the
results! www.nicolamorgan.com/heartsong-blog/life-online-smartphone-and-social-media-survey/
Resources gathered for you by Nicola Morgan, expert on teenage brains, stress, well-being and the
learning brain, including the role of screens and brain bandwidth on concentration and function.
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